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ABSTRACT

Retrograde Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) sig-
naling in neurons is essential for the differentia-
tion and synaptic function of many neuronal sub-
types. BMP signaling regulates these processes via
Smad transcription factor activity, yet the scope and
nature of Smad-dependent gene regulation in neu-
rons are mostly unknown. Here, we applied a com-
putational approach to predict Smad-binding cis-
regulatory BMP-Activating Elements (BMP-AEs) in
Drosophila, followed by transgenic in vivo reporter
analysis to test their neuronal subtype enhancer ac-
tivity in the larval central nervous system (CNS). We
identified 34 BMP-AE-containing genomic fragments
that are responsive to BMP signaling in neurons, and
showed that the embedded BMP-AEs are required
for this activity. RNA-seq analysis identified BMP-
responsive genes in the CNS and revealed that BMP-
AEs selectively enrich near BMP-activated genes.
These data suggest that functional BMP-AEs control
nearby BMP-activated genes, which we validated ex-
perimentally. Finally, we demonstrated that the BMP-
AE motif mediates a conserved Smad-responsive
function in the Drosophila and vertebrate CNS. Our
results provide evidence that BMP signaling controls
neuronal function by directly coordinating the ex-
pression of a battery of genes through widespread
deployment of a conserved Smad-responsive cis-
regulatory motif.

INTRODUCTION

With its extraordinarily high cellular diversity that un-
derpins its multiple functions, the central nervous system
(CNS) is the most complex organ in most animals. The gen-
eration of such a high diversity of neuronal subtypes re-
quires that they undergo unique programs of differentia-
tion as young maturing neurons. Extensive work has shown
that these programs are primarily determined by the activ-
ities of subtype-specific combinatorial codes of transcrip-
tion factors acting at cis-regulatory regions of target genes
(1–4). Considerable evidence also supports a critical contri-
bution of retrograde signaling from target cells to neuronal
differentiation and function, in mammals and Drosophila
(5–7). However, even though such a role is long established,
the networks of genes they control and the genomic en-
hancers they operate through remain largely undiscovered.
Thus, the molecular mechanisms underlying the contribu-
tion of these retrograde signals remains undefined for the
most part.

In the larval Drosophila ventral nerve cord (VNC), retro-
grade Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signaling occurs
in efferent neurons (8–13). It is required by neuropeptider-
gic efferents for neuropeptide gene specification (10–13) and
by motor neurons for synaptic growth, stability, neurotrans-
mission and homeostasis of the neuromuscular junction
(NMJ) (9,14,15). The BMP ligand Glass bottom boat (Gbb)
is secreted from postsynaptic cells and from motor neu-
rons (12,16), to bind a presynaptic BMP receptor complex
of type II BMP receptor, Wishful thinking (Wit), and the
type I BMP receptor kinases, Thickveins (Tkv) and Sax-
ophone (Sax) (9,14,17). Accumulating evidence indicates
that after BMP activation, these receptors are endocytosed
for retrograde transport to the soma (18–20). BMP recep-
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tor kinase activity phosphorylates the cytoplasmic R-Smad,
Mother against decapentaplegic (Mad), which binds the co-
Smad, Medea, to form a pMad/Medea (pSmad) complex
that accumulates in the nucleus, where it regulates gene ex-
pression (10,12,17,21). Motor neuron and neuropeptider-
gic cell phenotypes characterized for gbb, wit, tkv and sax
mutants are largely phenocopied in Mad and Med mu-
tants and upon overexpression of DNA-binding defective
Mad (9,17,21,22). Thus, BMP signaling via pMad/Medea-
responsive gene regulation appears to play a critical role in
motor neuron and neuropeptidergic cell function.

Numerous genes are regulated by retrograde BMP signal-
ing in Drosophila efferent neurons. In neuropeptidergic ef-
ferents, this includes the activation of subtype-specific neu-
ropeptides in FMRFa-Tv4, CCAP and Ilp7 neuropeptider-
gic cells (10,11,13). The GPI-anchored Ly6 gene, target of
wit (twit) (23), and the guanine nucleotide exchange factor,
trio (24), are upregulated in motor neurons by BMP sig-
naling, and act as effectors of BMP function at the NMJ.
However, neither twit nor trio mutants fully phenocopied
wit mutants, and restoration of these genes in wit mutants
only partially rescued the wit phenotype; implicating ad-
ditional undefined genes as BMP effectors. A microarray
study reported the differential expression of 101 genes in the
late larval CNS of controls and wit mutants, which included
twit as well as two other confirmed wit-responsive genes,
Pburs and FMRFa (25). These additional genes represent
candidate BMP effector genes, although they remain un-
verified as direct targets of pMad/Medea complexes; only
in the cases of FMRFamide (FMRFa) and trio has such ev-
idence been provided (24,26). Thus, we still know very lit-
tle about the direct coordinated gene regulatory processes
controlled by BMP signaling and pMad/Medea transcrip-
tional activity that underlies neuronal differentiation, plas-
ticity and synaptic function.

Numerous cis-regulatory motifs that are bound by
pMad/Medea complexes have been described in Drosophila
that mostly converge around GC-rich binding motifs (27–
36). From these studies, two motifs have had their precise se-
quence requirements rigorously characterized in vitro and in
vivo (33–35) and mediate cis-regulatory activity in a number
of developmental contexts. These include a silencer element
termed the BMP-SE, which mediates repression of brinker
and other genes (35,37–42), and also an activating element
(BMP-AE) that mediates activation of daughters against de-
capentaplegic (dad) and the enhancer activity for numerous
genomic regions throughout fly development (34). The 15
bp consensus sequence of the BMP-AE comprises two dis-
tinct binding sites optimally separated by a 5-nucleotides
linker, a GGCGCC site bound by two pMad, and a Medea-
bound GNCV site (V = any nucleotide except T) (34) (Fig-
ure 1A). Although a function for the BMP-AE has not been
demonstrated in the nervous system, we postulated that it
may serve as a platform for retrograde BMP-activated gene
transcription in neurons.

The high cellular diversity of the larval Drosophila ner-
vous system and the neuron subtype-specific expression of
most defined BMP-responsive genes makes genomic ap-
proaches to identifying their cis-regulatory elements chal-
lenging. However, the sequence complexity of the BMP-
AE allows for a computational approach to predict BMP-

responsive enhancers and genes in neurons. Identification
of functional cis-regulatory elements has been successfully
performed using bioinformatics algorithms that scan the
genome for conserved instances of transcription factor
binding site sequences (43–47). Here, we combined the iden-
tification of highly conserved BMP-AE sequences near neu-
ronally expressed genes with transgenic enhancer activity
analysis in vivo to discover a co-regulated battery of 34 wit
and pMad/Medea-responsive genomic fragments that are
active in efferent (motor neurons and/or neuropeptide ex-
pressing) neurons. RNA-seq expression profiling of wit mu-
tant VNCs revealed that functionally-validated BMP-AEs
are enriched to BMP-activated genes and that most of them
locate within 20 kb of the transcription start site of a BMP-
activated gene. We further demonstrated a direct regulatory
relationship between BMP-AEs and BMP-activated genes
by functional testing of the three BMP-AEs within the twit
gene locus. Finally, we showed that the BMP-AE motif has
a conserved function in the nervous system by chick neu-
ral tube electroporation, and by the demonstration that a
BMP-AE taken from the Xenopus bambi BMP-responsive
enhancer functionally replaced a fly BMP-AE in vivo.

Our results show that the BMP-AE motif is a widely
used, conserved pMad/Medea-responsive element that me-
diates co-regulation of a battery of BMP-activated genes
in Drosophila efferent neurons. We further demonstrate the
utility of such sequences in computational searches for
BMP-responsive genes and enhancers in the nervous sys-
tem, and provide a framework for analysis of the transcrip-
tional mechanisms underlying synaptic growth and neuro-
transmission.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

BMP-AE identification and prioritization

Using merMER (http://www.insilicolabs.com/experiment/
index.php), we identified 775 occurrences matching the
BMP-AE sequence (GGCGCCANNNNGNCV) in the D.
melanogaster genome (48). With the assistance of the Stark
group, these were filtered by the controlled Branch Length
Score (BLS) method to evaluate phylogenetic conservation
over 12 Drosophila species and assigned a motif confidence
score based on the relative conservation of the BMP-AE
and control motifs (43,44) (Supplementary Figure S2, Sup-
plementary Table S1). Of these, we selected the following
BMP-AEs only if they were located in noncoding DNA
within 12kb of the locus of a gene expressed in the late lar-
val central nervous system: (A) All BMP-AEs with a motif
confidence of 1 or 0.9 (where 0 is lowest confidence and 1 is
highest confidence) were analyzed. (B) All BMP-AEs with
a motif confidence of 0.8 were analyzed, if ‘paired’ with an-
other BMP-AE of motif confidence ≥0.9 within 12 kb of the
same annotated gene locus. (C) All BMP-AEs with a mo-
tif confidence of 0.8 were analyzed, if more than two were
found within 12kb of the same annotated gene locus. (D) An
additional two unpaired BMP-AEs with a motif confidence
of 0.8 were also analyzed. This filtering led to the predic-
tion of 62 BMP-AE candidates (43 intronic, 3 UTR, 16 in-
tergenic) located near ∼46 neuronally-expressed genes. Re-
lease 3 of the Drosophila melanogaster reference genome as-
sembly (Dm3) was used for this initial computational anal-

http://www.insilicolabs.com/experiment/index.php
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Figure 1. A canonical BMP signaling pathway acts in neurons. (A) Schematic representation of the canonical fly BMP signaling pathway and binding
of pMad and Medea to cis-regulatory BMP-AE sequences. (B) Schematic of the BiFC method. Mad and Medea are fused to two split non-fluorescent
fragments of Venus YFP. Upon co-expression of both constructs, direct interaction between VN::Mad and VC::Medea allows for reconstitution of fluo-
rescence. (C–E”) Bimolecular Venus YFP fluorescence is specific to nuclei with BMP activity in L3 VNCs, as revealed by overlap with immunoreactivity
to pMad in control genotypes (C–D”), and its absence in wit mutants (E–E”). (F–K”) �-galactosidase expression of the dad enhancer trap dadj1E4 (F–G”)
and the dad13-nlsLacZ reporter construct (H–K”), shown with pMad co-immunostaining in controls (F, H-I”) and wit mutants (G, J–K”). (I–I”, K–K”)
Close up of immunoreactivity at the dorsal midline taken from the region of the square dotted box in H and J, respectively. The mean±SEM number of
nuclei per VNC that express the reporter is indicated at the bottom of each images. Reporter activity of both dadj1E4 and dad13-nlsLacZ was significantly
reduced in wit mutants as dadj1E4: P = 0.0022 and dad13-nlsLacZ: P = 0.0012 (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). At least 5 VNCs were analyzed for each
genotype. Genotypes: (C, D): pUbi-VC-Medea/+; pUbi-VN-Mad, witA12/+. (E): pUbi-VC-Medea/+; pUbi-VN-Mad, witA12/witB11. (F) dadj1E4, witA12/+.
(G) dadj1E4, witA12/witB11. (H, I) dad13-nlsLacZ/+; witB11/+. (J, K) dad13-nlsLacZ/+; witA12/witB11.

ysis (49). Coordinates for BMP-AE were later converted to
Release 6 (Dm6) coordinates for matching their proximity
to BMP-regulated genes, as determined by RNA-seq (see
below). Determination of neuronally-expressed genes was
taken from late third instar CNS gene expression data avail-
able, according to the FlyAtlas microarray database (50) or
RNA-seq data available from the modENCODE consor-
tium (51) or the Knoblich group (52).

Fly strains and chick embryos

Flies were reared on standard medium at 25◦C, 70% hu-
midity. VN::Mad and VC::Medea (53), dad13-lacZ (34),
UAS-dad and dadj1E4-lacZ (54), UAS-tkvDN (55), witA12

and witB11 (9), elav-GeneSwitch-GAL4 (56), twit160 (23),
Mi{MIC}twitMI06552 (57) were provided by the Blooming-
ton Drosophila Stock Center. w1118 was used as control if
not otherwise stated. Eggs from White-Leghorn chickens
(Gallus gallus) were obtained from University of Alberta,
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Canada, incubated at 39◦C and staged according to Ham-
burger and Hamilton (HH) (58).

Drosophila DNA constructs, transgenic flies and neuronal
BMP signaling knock down

A list of all primers used in this study can be found in Sup-
plementary Table S1. To generate reporter constructs, ap-
proximately 2 kb genomic DNA fragments were amplified
by PCR and cloned into the pCR8/GW/TOPO entry vec-
tor by TA cloning (Invitrogen) or the pJet1.2/blunt vector
(Thermo Fisher). The 2 kb genomic fragment size is in line
with other studies performing large scale enhancer identi-
fication in Drosophila (34,59,60), and is a good compro-
mise between cloning efficiency of large DNA fragments
and reducing the chance of excluding important enhancer
elements on either side of a putative BMP-AE. Genomic
fragments were cloned into the pattBGWhZn destination
vector (61) by Gateway cloning (Invitrogen) or into the
EcoRI and BamHI sites of the pStingerattBDsRednls. For
the twit genomic locus, a 6.1 kb DNA fragment was ampli-
fied from the BAC CH322-97H12 (P[acman] Resources) by
PCR and cloned into the KpnI and HpaI sites of the pSt-
dTomatoattB. Mutagenesis was performed by SOE-PCR,
using primers designed to introduce the specific point mu-
tations. All constructs were verified by sequencing.

For fly transgenesis, constructs were inserted via PhiC31
mediated site-specific integration (62) at either insertion site
attP40 (25C6) or VK37 (22A3) on chromosome 2 or at attP2
(68A4) on chromosome 3 by Genetics Services Inc. (MA,
USA) and Rainbow Transgenics Flies Inc. (CA, USA).
Transgenic knock-down of BMP signaling in neurons was
carried out using elav-GeneSwitch-GAL4 (56). To activate
GeneSwitch-GAL4 from embryonic stages onwards, moth-
ers were fed with yeast paste containing 10–12 �g/ml of
RU486 (Mifepristone) for 2 days before being crossed with
males. Larvae were then fed with standard food containing
8–10 �g/ml of RU486 until dissection.

Immunofluorescence, in situ hybridization and microscopy

Standard procedures were used for immunostaining of
Drosophila VNCs and vibratome sections of chicken em-
bryos. Primary antibodies were chicken anti-�gal (1:1000;
ab9361) and chicken anti-GFP (1:1000, ab13970) (Abcam);
mouse anti-�gal (40-1a, 1:5), mouse anti-Elav (9F8A9,
1:10) and mouse anti-Pax7 (1:5–10) (Developmental Stud-
ies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, USA); guinea pig
anti-Dimmed (1:500; a gift from Dr. S. Thor); rabbit anti-
pSmad1/5 (1:100; 41D10; Cell Signaling Technology). Sec-
ondary antibodies were donkey anti-Mouse, anti-Chicken,
anti-Rabbit, anti-Guinea Pig conjugated to FITC, DyLight
488, Cy3, Cy5 and Alexa 647 (1:500–1:5000; Jackson Im-
munoResearch). Images of experimental groups were cap-
tured the same day using the same settings with an Olympus
FV1000 confocal microscope.

For in situ hybridization of twit, the cDNA clone
LD40063 was obtained from Drosophila Genomics Re-
source Center (DGRC, University of Indiana, USA) and
was used to synthesize a 1141 bases Dig-labeled RNA probe
by in vitro transcription using the DIG RNA labeling kit

(Roche). Whole third instar larvae carcasses flipped inside
out were fixed in 4.2% formaldehyde for 40 min (10 min.
on ice and 30 min. at RT) and washed with RNase-free
PBS. After methanol storage for at least 12 h at −20◦C, they
were rehydrated in PBS Tween 20 (0.1%) (PBSTw) and pre-
hybridized in pre-hybridization buffer (50% formamide, 4×
SSC, 0.01% Tween 20, pH 6) for 1 h at 55◦C. The twit Dig-
labeled RNA probe was diluted (1 ng/�l) in hybridization
buffer (50% formamide, 4× SSC, 0.01% Tween-20, 5% dex-
tran sulfate, pH 6), heated at 80◦C for 3 min and chilled on
ice cold water for 5 min. The riboprobe was added to the
samples and hybridization was carried out for 24 h at 55◦C
in a Bambino Hybridization Oven (Boekel Scientific). Af-
ter washing the samples five times in hybridization washing
buffer (50% formamide, 2× SSC, 0.01% Tween 20, pH 6)
with the last wash overnight at 55◦C, they were washed four
times in PBSTw and blocked for 1 h at RT in PBSTw with
5% normal donkey serum. Following overnight incubation
of the samples with anti-Digoxygenin antibodies (1:2000,
Roche) diluted in the blocking solution at 4◦C, they were
washed six times with PBSTw and two times with the alka-
line phosphatase buffer (100 mM Tris–HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM
MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 0.2% Tween 20) before incubation
in NBT/BCIP staining solution (Roche).

Quantification of reporter expression in the ventral nerve cord

To compare reporter expression in control and wit mutant
VNCs, we examined tissues fluorescent for nlsDsRed or im-
munofluorescent for nuclear localized �gal, anti-Elav (neu-
ronal nuclei) and anti-pMad (nuclei of BMP signaling ac-
tivated cells). In all cases, five or more VNC were dissected
and imaged for each genotype. All tissues to be compared
were processed in the same tube with the same reagents,
mounted on the same slide and also imaged and analyzed
in identical ways. To quantitate reporter activity, we used
Bitplane:Imaris v9.2 software (in Spots Mode) to identify
reporter-positive nuclei in the VNC (excluding the brain
lobes), and in controls we additionally filtered these for
pMad co-immunoreactivity (by median intensity threshold-
ing). As there was no pMad immunoreactivity in wit mu-
tants, we counted the number of reporter-positive nuclei in
this genotype, which was compared to control numbers. We
also compared the percentage loss of reporter expression
in wit mutants, to the percentage of reporter-positive nu-
clei that were pMad-co-immunoreactive in controls. Imaris
settings were established independently for each set of re-
porters, in order to provide optimal ‘spot’ marking of ver-
ifiable reporter and pMad co-immunoreactive nuclei, with
minimal background fluorescence spot marking. Each im-
age was further subtracted, manually, for spots that erro-
neously labelled background fluorescence.

For intensity measurements of reporter fluorescence in
dorsal midline motor neurons, fluorescent intensity of indi-
vidual motor neuron nuclei (Elav-positive) was measured in
ImageJ (US National Institutes of Health). Mean pixel in-
tensity for each motor neuron was measured from summed
Z-projections to measure the total mean fluorescence in-
tensity for each VNC. For each VNC, we subtracted the
mean background fluorescence intensity, which was mea-
sured from 10 adjacent Elav-negative locations, using the
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same circular area as for Elav-positive nuclei. At least 5
VNCs with at least 40 motor neurons per VNC were an-
alyzed. Each data point representing the mean of total re-
porter fluorescence intensity for a genotype was then ex-
pressed as a percentage of the mean of the control group.

Statistical analysis and graphing were performed using
the online tool at https://ccb-compute2.cs.uni-saarland.de/
wtest/ (63) and MS Excel, respectively. All multiple compar-
isons were carried out using the two-sided Wilcoxon rank-
sum test. Differences between genotypes were considered
significant when P < 0.05. Data are presented as mean ±
standard error of the mean (SEM).

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

FLAG::Mad, Myc::Medea, and/or TkvQD cDNA se-
quences were derived from previously described vectors
(33,37) (a gift from Dr A. Laughon) and subcloned into
a pAc5.1/V5-His vector backbone (ThermoFisher). For
EMSA, 3 × 106 Drosophila S2 cells in 2 ml medium
were co-transfected with 2.4 �g of total expression plas-
mids consisting of 800 ng TkvQD, 800 ng FLAG::Mad
and 800 ng Myc::Medea and/or empty pAc5.1 using the
XtremeGENE HD transfection kit (Roche). Forty eight
hours following transfection, cells were harvested, washed
with PBS and lysed for 15 min in 90 �l ice-cold lysis
buffer containing 100 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.6, 0.5% Tween-
20, 1 mM DTT and 1× Roche cOmplete ULTRA EDTA-
free Protease inhibitor cocktail. The lysate was cleared by
centrifugation and stored at −80◦C until use. Oligonu-
cleotides synthesized and labelled with IRDye700 by Inte-
grated DNA Technologies (IDT) were annealed to generate
probes. Binding reactions were carried out in 20 �l of re-
action buffer containing 25 mM Tris pH 7.5, 35 mM KCl,
80 mM NaCl, 3.5 mM DTT, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.25% Tween
20, 1 �g poly dIdC, 10% glycerol and 1× cOmplete UL-
TRA EDTA-free Protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). DNA
and protein binding was performed by incubating 20 �g of
lysate protein with 1 �l of 50nM IRDye700-labeled probe
for 30 min at room temperature. The reactions were resolved
by non-denaturing 4% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and analysed using a Licor Odyssey Imager system (Lin-
coln, NE).

Chicken spinal cord electroporation

Eight repeat concatemers of the wildtype and mad site
mutated dad13 BMP-AE were obtained using ultramers
(IDT) that were cloned into the Acc65I and BglII sites of
the ptk-EGFP (64) (a gift from Dr A. Kania) to generate
BMP-AE8x-EGFP and BMP-AE8x�mad-EGFP plasmids.
Sequences can be found in Supplementary Table S1.

The BMP-AE8x-EGFP and BMP-AE8x�mad-EGFP
plasmids (390–500 ng/�l) were co-electroporated with
a control pCAGGS-IRES-H2B-RFP plasmid (130–500
ng/�l) (a gift from Dr E. Marti) to verify electroporation
efficiency or a pCAGGS-SmadSD-IRES-H2B-RFP plas-
mid (a gift from Dr E. Marti) to increase BMP signaling.
Plasmid DNA diluted in water and 0.05% Fast Green

(Sigma) were microinjected into the lumen of neural tubes
of Hamburger Hamilton (HH) stage 14 embryos. Following
microinjection of plasmid DNA using a Picospritzer® 2
(General Valve Corporation) microinjector, tungsten elec-
trodes (2 mm) were placed at the lumbar spinal cord level
with a spacing of 4 mm between the anode and the cathode
and a current was applied using an Electro Square Porator
ECM 830 (BTX) electroporator (settings: 30 V, 5 pulses of
50 ms wide in a 1 s interval). Following electroporation,
Tyrode’s saline solution supplemented with 10% Penicillin
and Streptomycin and 1% Fungizone was added on top
of the embryos. After sealing the egg shell, embryos were
further incubated at 39◦C for 24 or 48 h before harvesting.

RNA isolation, sequencing, analysis and enrichment of BMP-
AE motifs near BMP-regulated genes

To minimize variation between experimental groups, first
instar larvae were transferred to fresh vials at a density
of 80 larvae/vial until the desired stage. Whole CNS from
w1118;;witA12/+ and w1118;;witA12/witB11 wandering third
instar female larvae were dissected free of all other tissues
in ice cold PBS and brain lobes were removed to isolate
VNCs. VNCs were placed in RNAlater (Ambion, Ther-
moFisher) and stored at −20◦C until the day of RNA ex-
traction. Four independent biological samples of 25 VNCs
each were prepared for both genotypes. Total RNA was ex-
tracted using RNAzol® RT (Millipore, Sigma) following
the manufacturer’s protocol, except that the RNA pellet was
washed four times with 75% ethanol before solubilization
in RNase-free water. Total RNA quality and concentra-
tion was assessed using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Ag-
ilent). Libraries for RNA-seq were generated using the Il-
lumina Neoprep System and sequenced using the Illumina
Nextseq500 (Illumina), collecting a total of 24–35 million
read pairs (2 × 80 nucleotides long).

In a preliminary analysis, multiple pipelines have been
applied. Briefly, for the alignment stage we used STAR
(65) and HISAT2 (66) and the pseudo aligners kallisto (67)
and Salmon (68). Quantification was performed directly
with STAR, kallisto and Salmon or with RSEM (69) and
StringTie (66) for the pipelines producing real alignments.
In all cases the reference transcriptome was from release 6
of the Drosophila melanogaster reference genome assembly
(Dm6) (70). The alignment rate was consistent at 93–94%
for all the samples. In-house Perl scripts were used to sum
the read counts at the transcript level for each gene and cre-
ate matrices comprising the read counts for all of the genes
for all of the samples. Differential expression analysis was
then performed on the data from those matrices using the R
package DESeq2 (71), edgeR (72), sleuth (73) and Ballgown
(66). Each sample was assessed using the quality-control
software RSeQC and the PtR script from the trinity suite
(74). No potential outliers were detected when clustering the
samples and therefore all the samples were kept for the dif-
ferential expression analysis. The output for each pipeline
is a list of genes ranked by the P-value for differential ex-
pression after correction for multiple testing with a signif-
icance cutoff set at P<0.05. A combined list was obtained

https://ccb-compute2.cs.uni-saarland.de/wtest/
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by ranking the genes according to their median rank from
the various analysis pipelines and only genes achieving the
significance cutoff in at least half the pipelines were con-
sidered as significantly differentially expressed. Genes with
differential expression not going in a consistent direction
between pipelines were eliminated from that combined list
of significant genes. The kallisto-DESeq2 pipeline gave re-
sults close to the combined list and for sake of simplicity
only the numerical output from that pipeline is reported in
the current work. Differential expression was determined by
log2 fold change between control and wit mutant gene val-
ues. The display panel for differential expression shown in
Figure 4A and Supplementary Figure S11 was made in R
using the ggplot2 package (75).

To test for enrichment of wit-responsive genes to BMP-
AEs or bicoid-responsive fragments (Figure 4B), we mapped
the location of all wit-responsive genes identified by RNA-
seq analysis, with the 26 bcd-responsive fragments as con-
trols (8 of the 34 bicoid-responsive fragments listed in (76)
had to be removed due to close proximity to one of the
BMP-AE tested herein) and the 59 BMP-AE motifs con-
tained within the 56 genomic fragments for which we could
determine wit-responsiveness. Note that three BMP-AEs
embedded into two genomic fragments, Van10 and Van19,
were excluded because we could not determine whether
these were wit-responsive. We then counted the number of
genomic loci that contain at least one wit-responsive gene
located within a given distance of a Bcd-responsive frag-
ment or BMP-AE motif within wit-responsive and wit-non
responsive fragments. This approach allowed us to per-
form statistical analysis that avoids re-counting of the same
gene(s) multiple times.

To more selectively test whether BMP-AEs in wit-
responsive fragments were more likely to be directly adja-
cent to a wit-responsive gene, with no intervening wit-non
responsive gene, we repeated the above enrichment analy-
sis, but only considered adjacent motifs. For this analysis,
we were able to separate the genomic locus 2L:8324753 into
two distinct loci, due to the presence of an intervening wit-
non-responsive gene between a pair of BMP-AEs and their
adjacent wit-responsive gene. This increased the total num-
ber of loci tested to 26 for BMP-AE in wit-responsive frag-
ments.

Statistical significance of the enrichment of BMP-AE and
Bcd-responsive genomic fragments near BMP-dependent
genes was calculated using Pearson’s Chi square test for
count data in R (function chisq.test) with continuity cor-
rection without correcting for multiple testing (77).

BMP-AE motif sequence enrichment calculation

The Two Sample Logo software (78) available at http://
www.twosamplelogo.org/ was used to calculate and visual-
ize the sequence difference between the 37 BMP-AE mo-
tifs embedded into the wit-responsive fragments and the 22
BMP-AE motifs within the wit-non responsive fragments as
well as the 10 BMP-AE motifs within tkv-responsive frag-
ments (34). Statistical enrichment was calculated using Stu-
dent’s t-test with a significance cutoff of P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Canonical BMP signaling acts through BMP-activating ele-
ments (BMP-AE) in neurons

Efferent neurons of the VNC accumulate nuclear phospho-
rylated Mad (pMad) in response to synaptic Gbb (Figure
1A). While pMad is assumed to associate with Medea to
regulate transcription in neurons, this had yet to be ex-
plicitly demonstrated. To test this, we examined pMad and
Medea physical interaction by bimolecular fluorescent com-
plementation (BiFC) of split Venus yellow fluorescent pro-
tein fragments, VN and VC (53,79–82) (Figure 1B). We
ubiquitously expressed VN::Mad and VC::Medea fusion
proteins and examined BiFC in the VNC. Expression of ei-
ther VN::Mad or VC::Medea alone did not report any flu-
orescence (not shown), but co-expression of VN::Mad and
VC::Medea led to strong fluorescence within the nuclei of
BMP-activated neurons (Figure 1C and D). We examined
BiFC in wit mutants that have a loss of neuronal BMP sig-
naling (9,14), and observed an absence of fluorescence in the
VNC (Figure 1E). Thus, BMP activation in neurons results
in the formation of pMad/Medea complexes in the cyto-
plasm, followed by their accumulation in nuclei.

In vivo and in vitro studies have shown that pMad/Medea
complexes act at cis-regulatory sequences, termed BMP-
activating elements (BMP-AEs), to activate the expres-
sion of dad, an inhibitory Smad, and a number of BMP-
responsive genomic fragments that are active in the em-
bryonic dorsal epidermis and larval wing imaginal disc
(Figure 1A) (34). To obtain evidence for BMP-AE activ-
ity in neurons, we examined whether BMP-AE-dependent
dad expression occurs in the VNC. First, using a faith-
ful lacZ enhancer trap reporter for dad (dadj1E4) (54), we
found that dad was expressed in 414 ± 26 nuclei of the
VNC (n = 6), and that 321 ± 19 (or 78%) of those nu-
clei were co-immunoreactive for pMad. Our counts indicate
that there are approximately 742±20 pMad-positive nuclei
in the VNC (n = 14), therefore the dad reporter is expressed
in approximately 43% of pMad-positive nuclei. In wit mu-
tants, reporter expression fell to 48 ± 11 nuclei (n = 6; P
= 0.0022) (Figure 1F and G). This 88% loss of reporter ex-
pression correlates with the approximate 78% expression of
the reporter in pMad co-immunoreactive nuclei, suggesting
that reporter expression is largely lost from nuclei that are
pMad-positive in controls. Next, to test a role for BMP-AEs
in neuronal dad expression, we examined expression of the
dad13-nlsLacZ transgenic reporter, which reports the activ-
ity of a 520 bp enhancer of dad mediated by a single BMP-
AE (34). In the VNC, dad13-nlsLacZ was expressed more
broadly than the dadj1E4 reporter, in 623±32 nuclei of which
486±13 (79%) nuclei were pMad-positive (n = 7). This
represents approximately 65% of all pMad-positive nuclei.
Expression in pMad-negative nuclei included glia, as evi-
denced by their lack of Elav co-immunoreactivity (Figure
1H-K, Supplementary Figure S1). In wit mutants, dad13-
nlsLacZ reporter activity was reduced by 50% to 311 ± 40
nuclei (n = 6; P = 0.0012). This 50% loss of reporter ex-
pression was substantially less than the approximate 79%
expression of the reporter in pMad co-immunoreactive nu-
clei, suggesting that in wit mutants the reporter is lost in

http://www.twosamplelogo.org/
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most but not all nuclei that are pMad-positive in controls.
Comparison of reporter expression in Elav-immunoreactive
nuclei in the dorsal VNC of controls and mutants indicated
that reporter expression was commonly retained in most
glia but also in a subset of neurons (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1). Thus, we find that these dad reporters exhibit wit-
responsive activity in neurons that are pMad-positive.

Identification of 34 wit-responsive genomic fragments in neu-
rons

We wished to test whether the BMP-AE motif plays a
widespread role as a cis-regulatory element that can be
used in silico to efficiently predict pMad/Medea-responsive
enhancers near BMP-responsive genes in neurons. Such a
method offers the advantage that it can be performed re-
gardless of neuronal subtype gene expression, whereas ge-
nomics approaches to identify pMad-bound genomic en-
hancers in the Drosophila CNS are challenging due to the
relative low number of pMad-positive nuclei, the high cell
subtype diversity of pMad-positive motor and neuropep-
tidergic efferent neuronal populations (83,84), and the neu-
ronal subtype diversity of known BMP-dependent genes
(10,11,13,23,24).

We identified all BMP-AE motifs in the D. melanogaster
genome using merMer (48). These were filtered for high
conservation using the Branch Length Score to motif con-
fidence method (Supplementary Figure S2) (43,44) and for
proximity to genes expressed in the larval nervous system,
from available databases (50–52). This led to our prioritiza-
tion of 62 BMP-AEs (see Materials and Methods and Sup-
plementary Table S1 for details). To test the in vivo activity
of these BMP-AEs, 58 genomic DNA fragments (of ∼2kb)
containing one or more of the 62 BMP-AEs were cloned in
front of lacZ or DsRed reporters, both with a nuclear loca-
tion signal (nlsLacZ or nlsDsRed). These genomic fragment
reporters were placed into attB transgenic vectors for in-
tegration into the genome using phiC31-integrase (62) (see
Materials and Methods and Supplementary Table S1).

We examined reporter activity driven from these genomic
fragments in the VNC of wandering third instar larvae. Out
of the 58 reporters, 13 showed no expression in the VNC,
while 45 exhibited robust reporter activity in the VNC (Sup-
plementary Table S1). Of these active reporters, 42 exhib-
ited expression in subsets of pMad-positive cells in the
VNC (which at this developmental stage comprises effer-
ent neurons, e.g. motor and/or neuropeptidergic neurons)
(8–11,13), and in certain cases also pMad-negative glia and
neurons (Figure 1H-K, Supplementary Figures S1, S3, S4,
S5). We tested the BMP-responsiveness of these reporters by
placing all 42 into a wit mutant background. Out of those
42 reporters, 32 showed a partial to total loss of reporter ex-
pression, and 8 reporters showed no change (Figures 1H–K,
2, Supplementary Figure S6, Supplementary Table S1). For
2 reporters (Van10 and Van19), we were unable to unam-
biguously determine if there was any wit-responsive activ-
ity, because they were expressed in dense clusters of pMad-
positive and pMad-negative cells which we could not dis-
criminate in wit mutants (due to the loss of pMad as a
marker to distinguish these cells) (Supplementary Table S1).

For wit-responsive reporters, we wished to test if the re-
porter was preferentially lost in cells that are pMad-positive
in controls. To this end, we examined co-expression of the
reporter with anti-pMad and anti-Elav in controls and wit
mutants. As predicted, we observed that reporter activity
was primarily lost in neurons that are pMad-positive in con-
trols (Supplementary Figure S1 and Table S4). We further
validated that these reporters respond cell-autonomously to
the canonical BMP pathway, by finding that reporter ex-
pression was reduced upon co-expression of UAS-dad and a
dominant negative form of tkv (UAS-tkvDN) in neurons, us-
ing the elav-GeneSwitch-GAL4 driver (Supplementary Fig-
ures S7 and S8).

For the 13 reporters that failed to express in the VNC,
we postulated that these genomic fragments may be miss-
ing critical regulatory elements required to drive neuronal
reporter activity. To test this, we searched the Janelia GAL4
collection (60) for reporters of larger DNA fragment size
that contain any of the genomic fragments tested. We found
three ∼3 kb genomic fragments (GMR49D01 GMR89G06
and GMR89H02) that encompass the BMP-AEs of Van16,
Van37 and Van38, respectively. Upon testing, all of these
genomic fragments drove reporter expression in subsets
of pMad-positive neurons, and two of these, GMR89G06
and GMR89H02, exhibited reduced reporter expression in
wit mutants (Supplementary Figure S6). We also consid-
ered the possibility that BMP signaling may directly re-
press the activity of these reporters. Therefore, we tested
for de-repression of these remaining 10 reporters in wit mu-
tants, but found that none of them increased expression in
the absence of BMP signaling, suggesting that the BMP-
AEs within these genomic fragments do not act as BMP-
dependent silencer elements (Supplementary Figure S9).

Overall, we identified 34 genomic fragments responsive
to the loss of neuronal BMP signaling in wit mutants, out
of the 58 genomic fragments tested; giving our approach
a discovery rate of 59%. These data provide experimental
validation for a computational approach to efficiently iden-
tify genomic regions that contain wit-responsive neuronal
enhancers, and further suggests that BMP-AEs serve as a
common platform for BMP-responsive gene regulatory ac-
tivity in VNC efferent neurons.

BMP-AEs recruit pMad/Medea complexes in vitro and are
necessary for reporter expression in vivo

We tested if BMP-AEs embedded in wit-responsive frag-
ments interact with pMad/Medea complexes. To this end,
we analyzed the recruitment of an activated pMad/Medea
complex to three BMP-AEs, by Electrophoretic Mobility
Shift Assay (EMSA). These BMP-AEs were selected be-
cause they represent different sequences within the Medea
GNCV consensus sequence, and because their correspond-
ing genomic fragments reported broad activity that was
strongly wit-responsive. Drosophila Schneider 2 cells (S2)
were transfected with plasmids encoding Mad and Medea
as well as constitutively activated tkv, tkvQD. Lysates from
these cells were tested for their ability to band shift
IRDye700 tagged probes containing these BMP-AE se-
quences in vitro (Figure 3A, B). In all three cases, the BMP-
AE probes recruited a pMad/Medea complex, as shown by
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Figure 2. Identification of wit-responsive genomic fragments in neurons. (A) Nuclear �-galactosidase and nlsDsRed expression patterns driven from 10
genomic fragments containing conserved BMP-AEs that are down-regulated in wit mutants (witA12/witB11) as compared to controls (witA12/+), in dissected
late third instar larval VNCs. The observed down-regulation ranged from a total loss of all expression to loss of expression in a subset of neurons. The
mean ± SEM number of nuclei per VNC that express the reporter is indicated at the bottom of each panel. Reporter activity of all fragments was significantly
reduced in wit mutants; Van17, P = 5.83 × 10−4; Van20, P = 0.0079; Van21, P = 0.0087; Van22, P = 0.0159; Van23, P = 0.0022; Van26, P = 0.0022; Van27,
P = 0.0154; Van36, P = 0.0022; Van43, P = 0.0012; Van50, P = 0.0079 (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). At least five VNCs were analyzed for each
genotype. (B) Quantification of relative nuclear �-galactosidase and nlsDsRed intensities for 8 of the 11 wit-responsive genomic fragments shown in Figures
1H–K and 2A that show expression in motor neurons of the dorsal midline and 6 ventral neuropeptidergic cells. Bar plots illustrate mean ± SEM; n indicates
the number of VNCs analyzed. ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 (two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

a strong band shift of labelled probe. The sequence speci-
ficity of this recruitment was shown by competition assays,
in which an excess of untagged wildtype probe fully com-
peted for the labelled band shift, while an untagged probe
with substitution mutations through the pMad binding site
abolished competition, and a strong band shift was retained
(Figure 3B).

The 62 BMP-AEs tested above display a high degree of
diversity within the consensus BMP-AE motif. Differences
within this consensus motif may contribute to differential
affinity for pMad/Medea recruitment, and potentially un-
derlie differences observed between wit-responsive and wit-
non responsive genomic fragments. To test this, we selected
7 BMP-AEs from each set, based on their divergent Medea-
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Figure 3. The BMP-AE of wit-responsive genomic fragments is bound by pMad/Medea complexes with high affinity in vitro and is required in vivo. (A–D)
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) for three selected BMP-AEs with S2 cell lysates transfected with Mad, Medea and TkvQD to activate BMP
signaling. (A) DNA sequences used for EMSA analysis, highlighting the presumptive pMad (red) and Medea (blue) binding sites of the BMP-AE. The
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binding GNCV consensus sequence, and used these as un-
tagged probes (in a 5:1 stoichiometry) to compete for the
band shift generated from interaction of pMad/Medea with
the BMP-AE from the wit-responsive Van26 fragment (as
above) (Figure 3C, D). Notably, five out of the seven BMP-
AEs from wit-responsive fragments strongly competed for
the labelled band shift, while two weakly competed. In con-
trast, five out of the seven BMP-AEs from wit-non respon-
sive fragments failed to compete for the labelled band shift,
while two weakly competed. Thus, BMP-AEs within wit-
responsive fragments typically have a higher affinity for
pMad/Medea complexes than those from wit-non respon-
sive genomic fragments, indicating that pMad/Medea affin-
ity may underlie observed differences in enhancer activ-
ity for the majority of BMP-AE containing genomic frag-
ments.

These results prompted us to compare the sequences of
all 59 BMP-AE motifs (excluding the three BMP-AEs of
Van10 and Van19, as above), embedded within the 56 ge-
nomic fragments for which we could determine responsive-
ness to wit. Interestingly, in comparing BMP-AEs from wit-
responsive and wit-non responsive fragments, we found that
BMP-AEs from wit-responsive fragments were significantly
enriched for thymine at position 11 and depleted for gua-
nine and adenine at position 11 and position 15, respec-
tively (Supplementary Figure S10A, C). Although we could
not detect any other sequence bias that could explain a dif-
ference of affinity between both sets of motifs, we noticed
that a GCCA sequence within the Medea binding sequence
is absent for BMP-AEs in wit-responsive fragments (0%,
0/37), whereas it is well represented for BMP-AE in wit non-
responsive fragments (23%, 5/22) (Supplementary Figure
S10C). These data led us to examine whether BMP-AE mo-
tifs that are active in the CNS differ from those that are ac-
tive in other tissues. To do this, we compared the sequence
of BMP-AEs within neuronal wit-responsive fragments to
those that are embedded in genomic fragments shown to be
tkv-responsive in the late embryo and wing imaginal disc
(34) (Supplementary Figure S10B, C). Interestingly, we no-
ticed that neuronally-active BMP-AEs were enriched for cy-
tosine and depleted for guanine at position 8 in the linker re-
gion. Overall, these results demonstrate that that there are
sequence biases that correlate with, and perhaps even con-
fer pMad/Medea recruitment or even tissue-specific func-
tion, in positions previously found to not be critical in the
BMP-AE motif. It will be interesting to analyze a larger set

of BMP-AE motifs to demonstrate whether these biases are
indeed functionally relevant.

We next tested whether the activity of the identified
wit-responsive fragments was dependent on the embedded
BMP-AEs. For ten selected wit-responsive fragments, we in-
troduced specific mutations into the pMad site of the BMP-
AE, and placed mutant genomic fragment reporters into
the same insertion site as the corresponding wildtype re-
porter. In all cases tested, reporter expression driven from
the mutant genomic fragments was lost in pMad-positive
neurons, in a pattern that was strikingly similar to that ob-
served for wildtype wit-responsive fragments in wit mutants
(Figure 3E). These data strongly suggest that the BMP-AE
motif serves as the platform for pMad/Medea-responsive
reporter activity of these genomic fragments. We hereafter
refer to these as functional BMP-AEs.

Identification of neuronal genes directly regulated by the
BMP signaling pathway

The large collection of wit-responsive fragments identified
suggested that a battery of genes may be directly regulated
by BMP-activated pMad/Medea transcriptional regulation
in efferent neurons. We next sought to resolve if the iden-
tified wit-responsive fragments are near BMP-responsive
genes. Therefore, we dissected VNCs from control and wit
mutant third instar larvae and compared transcript expres-
sion by RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) of total poly-A tran-
scripts. To evaluate the sensitivity of the technique and val-
idate our approach, we examined the relative transcript
level of five BMP-responsive neuronal genes with highly re-
stricted expression; FMRFamide (FMRFa), Partner of bur-
sicon (Pburs), Crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP), My-
oinhibiting peptide precursor (Mip) and Insulin-like peptide
7 (Ilp7) (10,11,13). In the VNC, these genes all exhibit wit-
dependent expression in a small subset of the neurons in
which the gene is expressed. In spite of this, our RNA-
seq analysis successfully identified all genes as being signif-
icantly downregulated in wit mutants, indicating that our
RNA-seq analysis is sufficiently sensitive to identify neu-
ronal subtype-specific wit-responsive gene regulation (Sup-
plementary Table S2).

We next examined whether BMP-AEs in wit-responsive
fragments were preferentially enriched over BMP-AEs
within wit-non responsive fragments around wit-responsive
genes. To avoid over-counting genomic regions where

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
denaturing gels. A band shift of each labeled probe was generated only in lanes loaded with S2 cell lysate transfected with Mad/Medea/TkvQD. Labeled
probes were mixed with 5x or 50x stoichiometric excess of wildtype competitor (wt) or mutated (Mad mut) competitor. Five and 50x excess of wildtype
competitor progressively diminished the band shift of the labeled probe, indicative of pMad/Medea complexes binding to the unlabeled competitor. In
contrast, addition of the mutated competitor at a 50x excess resulted in retention of the labeled band shift, indicating that mutated competitors did not bind
pMad/Medea complexes. (C, D) We tested the ability of fourteen BMP-AEs from wit-responsive (1–8 in A) and wit-non responsive (9–15 in A) genomic
fragments to compete for pMad/Medea binding, as unlabeled DNA probes, with an IRDye700-labeled DNA probe for the BMP-AE of Van26. EMSA
with lysates from S2 cells transfected with the indicated plasmids (Mad/Medea/TkvQD) were incubated with the IRDye700-labeled Van26 probe and the
fourteen BMP-AE DNA unlabeled competitors. The labeled probe was mixed with a 5× stoichiometric excess of unlabeled competitors. The 5× excess
of Van26 competitor diminished the band shift of the labeled probe, indicative of pMad/Medea complexes binding to the unlabeled competitor. The 5×
excess of functional BMP-AEs within Van21, Van22, Van36, Van42, Van43, dad13 and Van15 competitors also resulted in a diminution of the band shift of
the labeled probe (C). In contrast, the 5x excess of non-functional BMP-AEs within Van5, Van7, Van29, Van39 and Van53 did not result in a diminution
of the band shift of the labeled probe (D), indicating that their affinity for the pMad/Medea complexes is lower than for the functional BMP-AEs within
wit-responsive fragments. (E) Nuclear �-galactosidase and nlsDsred expression driven from 10 select wit-responsive fragments in which the BMP-AE motif
was either wildtype or mutated at the Mad site. The point mutations that were introduced into the Mad site of the BMP-AEs are similar to the ones that
abolished competition in vitro. In all cases, there was a reduction in the number of nuclei that expressed the nlsLacZ and nlsDsred reporters.
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spaced BMP-AEs (on lines 2L:8324753, 2L:20852688 and 3R:19364456). Open inverted triangles denote BMP-AEs within wit-non responsive genomic
fragments. Circles denote the 5′-most transcription start site (TSS) of genes expressed in the VNC, within a span of 25 kb from the central BMP-AE shown;
small black circles are genes that are wit-non responsive, red and green circles are genes that are significantly reduced or upregulated, respectively, in wit
mutants; as determined by RNA-seq analysis of control (witA12/+) and wit mutant (witA12/witB11) VNCs. The size of red/green circles denotes absolute
log2-fold change from control to wit mutants expression level. (B) Proximity to the TSS of BMP-activated genes of BMP-AEs within wit-responsive (AE wit-
responsive) and non-responsive genomic fragments (AE non wit-responsive), and also Bicoid-responsive fragments (Bcd-responsive). The percentage (to
total number of genomic regions) and the actual number of genomic regions containing each motif type that are within a specific distance to the TSS
of at least one BMP-activated gene is shown. The enrichment for functional BMP-AEs over non-functional BMP-AEs or Bcd-responsive fragments are
shown at 10–50 kb increments. (C, D) The genomic locus of two genes, Slob (C) and CG14274 (D) that were reduced in wit mutants, as well as the span of
the genomic fragments tested (Van20 in C, and Van22 in D), and also the specific location of the BMP-AEs therein is shown. RNA-seq rpm denotes the
number of reads per million reads.

multiple BMP-AE motifs clustered around multiple wit-
responsive genes, we instead quantified the number of ge-
nomic regions in which any number of BMP-AEs were up
to 50 kb from the TSS (transcription start site) of any num-
ber of wit-responsive genes (Figure 4A, B, Supplementary
Table S2). As an additional control, we examined enrich-
ment of Bicoid (Bcd)-responsive genomic fragments to wit-

responsive genes (Supplementary Figure S11A). These frag-
ments are active during anterior-posterior patterning of the
early Drosophila embryo (76) and are not predicted to en-
rich around wit-responsive neuronal genes. Our analysis
was performed separately for BMP-activated genes (signif-
icantly downregulated in wit) versus BMP-repressed genes
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(significantly upregulated in wit) (see Materials and Meth-
ods for details of analysis).

Out of the 25 genomic loci that contain all of the 34
wit-responsive fragments (Figure 4A), we found that 36%
of these loci (9/25) contain BMP-AEs within 10 kb of a
BMP-activated gene’s TSS, which increases to 60% (15/25)
at 20 kb and then plateaus to reach 68% (17/25) at 50 kb
(Figure 4B). For enrichment analysis of BMP-AEs within
the 22 wit-non responsive fragments, we wished to elimi-
nate the possible confound that the presence of a nearby wit-
responsive fragments may explain the wit-responsiveness of
the gene. Therefore, we only considered those regions that
did not also include a wit-responsive fragment, which elim-
inated BMP-AEs within 4 wit-non responsive fragments.
Thus, we examined 15 genomic loci containing the remain-
ing 18 wit-non responsive fragments, and found that 0%
of these loci (0/15) contain BMP-AEs within 10 kb of a
BMP-activated gene’s TSS, with only 7% (1/15) at 20 kb
and steadily increasing to 47% (7/15) at 50 kb (Figure
4B). Similarly, only 11% of the loci (3/26) that contain
Bcd-responsive fragments were within 10 kb of a BMP-
activated gene’s TSS, with 27% (7/26) by 20 kb and rising
to 46% (12/26) by 50 kb (Figure 4B and Supplementary
Figure S11A). These data indicate that functional BMP-
AEs are selectively enriched within 20 kb of at least one
BMP-activated gene (circled in red in Figure 4B). Indeed,
at 20 kb this difference was found to be significant by chi2
analysis; P = 2.7 × 10−3 comparing wit-responsive versus
wit-non responsive fragments, and P = 3.6 × 10−2 com-
paring wit-responsive versus Bcd-responsive fragments. We
next tested for any enrichment of BMP-repressed genes
at the same distance, and found no significant difference
between BMP-AEs within wit-responsive fragments (12%:
3/25) and wit non-responsive fragments (20%: 3/15; P =
0.82), nor Bcd-responsive fragments (19%: 5/26; P = 0.75)
(Supplementary Figure S11B). These results indicate that
functional BMP-AEs are selectively enriched near BMP-
activated genes, supporting the hypothesis of a positive reg-
ulatory relationship.

Since Drosophila embryonic enhancers most often regu-
late the adjacent gene (59), we addressed whether functional
BMP-AEs enrich to adjacent wit-responsive genes, i.e. with
no intervening wit-non responsive gene. We calculated the
proportion of genomic loci containing a BMP-AE whose
adjacent gene was a BMP-activated gene. For this analy-
sis, we were able to examine 26 loci for BMP-AEs in wit-
responsive fragments (as opposed to the 25 shown above)
(see Methods and Materials for details). Notably, 61%
(16/26) of genomic loci containing functional BMP-AEs
harbor at least one adjacent BMP-activated gene. In con-
trast, only 7% (1/15) and 11% (3/26) of genomic loci con-
taining non-functional BMP-AE (P = 1.9 × 10−3 compared
to wit-responsive fragments) and Bcd-responsive fragments
(P = 5.5 × 10−4 compared to wit-responsive fragments), re-
spectively harbor at least one adjacent BMP-activated gene.
These data suggest that a large proportion of functional
BMP-AEs regulate the adjacent gene.

We observed numerous instances of multiple, reiterated
BMP-AEs within 12 kb of a single annotated gene locus;
therefore, we compared the proximity of individual versus
reiterated BMP-AEs to BMP-activated genes. We found

that 77% of reiterated BMP-AEs (10/13) were within or
adjacent to BMP-activated genes, and that 46% (6/13) of
single BMP-AEs were within or adjacent to BMP-activated
genes. This corroborates our finding that 72% of reporters
(21/29) from a locus with reiterated BMP-AE were wit-
responsive, whereas 48% of reporters (13/27) containing a
single BMP-AE were wit-responsive. These data indicate
that reiteration of conserved BMP-AEs in a locus is a strong
predictor of a wit-responsive genomic region and nearby
wit-responsive genes in the Drosophila nervous system, but
that the presence of multiple BMP-AEs within a gene locus
is not a requirement for the wit-responsiveness of a genomic
region.

Many genes have numerous alternate promoters that gen-
erate different transcript isoforms; therefore, we considered
the possibility that BMP-AEs may selectively regulate spe-
cific isoforms of a gene, and not others. To test this hypoth-
esis, we analyzed our RNA-seq dataset for differentially ex-
pressed transcripts within 100 kb of functional BMP-AEs.
Interestingly, we found six instances that confirmed our hy-
pothesis (Supplementary Table S2). For example, the sickie
gene (sick) locus contains eight predicted promoters that
generate twelve putative isoforms. We found that only the
two shortest isoforms were significantly down-regulated in
wit mutants, whereas the expression of other isoforms re-
mained unchanged (Supplementary Figure S12). Interest-
ingly, a functional BMP-AE (Van25) was located approxi-
mately 950bp upstream of the TSS of each differentially ex-
pressed isoform, suggesting specific isoform regulation by
this BMP-AE.

In summary, these data suggest that BMP-AEs identi-
fied here are pMad/Medea-responsive cis-elements for the
BMP-activation of a battery of genes and selective gene iso-
forms. Moreover, a subset of these genes are known to be
regulators of synaptic growth and neurotransmission, sug-
gesting that they are putative effectors of the BMP signaling
pathway in neurons (see Discussion).

BMP-AEs are required for BMP-activated twit expression in
vivo

To obtain additional evidence that identified BMP-AEs
represent genuine cis-regulatory sites for BMP-responsive
gene expression, we focused on the BMP-activated gene,
twit, which plays an effector role in BMP-dependent neuro-
transmission at the larval NMJ (23,25). The twit locus har-
bors three conserved BMP-AEs; one in the 5′UTR (AE1
within the Van26 fragment) and two BMP-AEs (sharing
a single GGCGCC palindromic Mad motif) are located
in the first intron of twit (AE2&3 within the Van27 frag-
ment) (Figure 5A). Our reporter analysis in Figures 2 and
3 suggested that the AE1 is required for widespread wit-
responsive twit expression in motor neurons, whereas the
inverted AE2&3 motifs are only required for wit-responsive
twit expression in six ventral neurons (Supplementary Table
S4). To examine whether either BMP-AEs mediate the wit-
responsiveness of twit, we first compared reporter expres-
sion driven from Van26 and Van27 with that of twit-GFP, a
Mi{MIC} transposon gene trap insertion in the twit intron
(57). Notably, we observed that Van26 mostly recapitulated
the extensive expression of twit-GFP expression in motor
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Figure 5. An exonic BMP-AE is required for twit transcription in motor neurons. (A) Genome browser showing the twit locus with three BMP-AEs and
the two genomic fragments used for the reporter analysis, together with the tracks from RNA-seq (in rpm; reads per million reads). The expression of
twit is strongly downregulated in witA12/witB11 mutants as compared to controls (witA12/+). (B) Schematic of four twit locus DNA constructs used for in
vivo rescue of twit mutants shown in F–I. The BMP-AEs within this locus as well the BMP-AE motifs mutated in each construct are shown. (C–I) In situ
hybridization using a Digoxigenin-labeled RNA twit probe reveals expression of twit in VNCs of controls (C), wit mutants (D), twit mutants (E) and twit
mutants rescued with the constructs shown in B (F-I). The AE1 within the twit 5′UTR is critical for twit motor neuron expression. Genotypes: (C) w1118.
(D) w1118;; witA12/witB11. (E) w1118; twit160 / twit160. (F) w1118; twit160 / twit160; re.wt/+. (G) w1118; twit160 / twit160; re.M1/+. (H) w1118; twit160 / twit160;
re.M2&3/+. (I) w1118; twit160 / twit160; re.M1-3/+.

neurons, while Van27 recapitulated the expression of twit-
GFP expression in six ventral neuropeptidergic cells in the
VNC (Supplementary Figures S5, S13A, B). Interestingly,
expression driven by Van26 and Van27 did not overlap (Sup-
plementary Figure S13C). This suggests that the AE1 within
Van26 is required for widespread wit-responsive expression
of twit in motor neurons, whereas AE2&3 within Van27 are
only required for twit expression in six ventral neuropep-
tidergic cells of the VNC.

To test whether these BMP-AEs are required for twit ex-
pression, we generated a series of rescue transgenes contain-
ing ∼6 kb of genomic DNA encompassing the twit locus,
and targeted these into the attP2 integrase site in twit dele-
tion mutant flies. Rescue transgenes included the wildtype

sequence (re.wt) and also a series of BMP-AE mutants, to
eliminate pMad/Medea recruitment, including single mu-
tants of AE1 (re.M1) and AE2&3 (re.M2&3), and also a
double mutant of AE1 and AE2&3 (re.M1-3) (Figure 5B).
Flies transgenic for these constructs were analyzed for neu-
ronal twit transcript expression by in situ hybridization. We
confirmed that re.wt rescued twit expression of twit mu-
tants throughout the VNC (Figure 5C–F). In contrast, both
re.M1 and re.M1-3 failed to rescue detectable VNC twit ex-
pression in twit mutants (Figure 5G, I), whereas re.M2&3
rescued broad twit transcript levels in twit mutants (Fig-
ure 5H). Thus, the single BMP-AE in the twit 5′ UTR is
required for native wit-responsive motor neuron expression
of twit in vivo. We could not detect any twit expression in
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the six ventral neuropeptidergic cells using re.M1, suggest-
ing that the BMP-AE1 found in the twit 5′UTR also con-
tributes to twit expression in these cells, or reflects the in-
sufficient resolution of the in situ hybridization protocol to
efficiently detect expression in these six cells. Regardless, we
identified the BMP-AE motif that acts as the primary func-
tional pMad/Medea-responsive element for wit-responsive
twit expression in motor neurons.

The neuronal function of the BMP-AE is evolutionarily con-
served

Our analysis identifies a number of cis-regulatory motifs
and genes that represent part of the BMP network in neu-
rons of the fly VNC. This prompted us to test the hy-
pothesis that together with pMad and Medea, the BMP-
AE forms a fundamental regulatory circuit in the nervous
system of distantly related animals. To test this, we used
two approaches. First, we generated a reporter contain-
ing 8× concatenated BMP-AE sequences taken from the
Drosophila dad gene locus (dad13) (Figure 6A), placed up-
stream of a minimal thymidine kinase (Tk) gene promotor
and enhanced GFP (EGFP) reporter gene (termed BMP-
AE8x-EGFP). This reporter was electroporated into the
developing chick spinal cord at stage HH14 and its activ-
ity was analyzed after 24 and 48 h. At 24 h, one day post-
electroporation (dpe), the EGFP reporter was robustly ex-
pressed in the dorsal-most region of the spinal cord, where
BMP signaling is highest during a period of active pattern-
ing of the dorsal neuronal subtypes (Figure 6B) (85,86). At
2 dpe, reporter expression was also detected in medial to
ventral regions of the developing neural spinal cord, which
is consistent with previous observations (85) (Supplemen-
tary Figure S14). To test whether the observed dorsal BMP-
AE8x-EGFP reporter activity was BMP-dependent, we first
tested the activity of a BMP-AE8x-EGFP reporter mu-
tated at each pMad-binding site (BMP-AE8xΔmad-EGFP)
(Figure 6A). This eliminated reporter activity at both 1
dpe and 2 dpe (Figure 6B and Supplementary Figure S14).
Second, we co-electroporated the BMP-AE8x-EGFP and
BMP-AE8xΔmad-EGFP reporters with a phospho-mimetic
(constitutively activated) form of Smad1 (Smad1 S/D) (85),
which is a vertebrate ortholog of Drosophila Mad. We found
that the BMP-AE8x-EGFP reporter expression greatly in-
creased and expanded throughout the neural tube, but the
BMP-8xAEΔmad-EGFP reporter expression was unrespon-
sive and exhibited no activity (Figure 6C, D). We conclude
that the Drosophila BMP-AE sequence is directly activated
by BMP/pSmad1 signaling in the developing chick neural
tube.

To further test the hypothesis that functional DNA
motifs similar to the BMP-AE are conserved in verte-
brates, we replaced the sequence of the BMP-AE1 within
the Van26 reporter with a 15 bp motif taken from a
BMP-responsive enhancer (BRE) of the Xenopus laevis
bambi gene (termed Van26bambi-BMP-AE-nlsDsRed) (Figure
6E) (87). Even though no such exact BMP-AE sequence was
tested in our reporter analysis, this motif perfectly matches
the Drosophila BMP-AE consensus. Notably, this bambi
BMP-AE motif functionally replaced the wildtype BMP-
AE1, as strong reporter activity was observed in 383 ± 10

nuclei per VNC (n = 5) The pattern of expression was
strikingly similar to that of Van26, which was expressed in
341 ± 15 nuclei per VNC (n = 6) (Figure 6F). Moreover, re-
porter activity of the Van26bambi-BMP-AE-nlsDsRed reporter
was reduced to 10 ± 2 nuclei per VNC (n = 5; P = 0.0079)
in wit mutants, which is comparable to the reduction of re-
porter expression observed for the wildtype Van26 reporter,
which was in 4±2 nuclei per VNC (n = 6; P = 0.0022) (Fig-
ures 2, 6F).

Taken together, these data show that the fundamental
transcriptional mechanisms acting downstream of neuronal
BMP signaling are conserved from Drosophila to verte-
brates. It further suggests that the BMP-AE motif may be
useful in future studies to predict and identify direct BMP-
responsive genes and enhancers in vertebrate neurons.

DISCUSSION

BMP signaling acts via the transcriptional activity of pMad
to control neuronal differentiation and synaptic function in
Drosophila (9–11,13–15,22,26). BMP signaling plays simi-
larly critical roles throughout vertebrate nervous system de-
velopment, function and repair (88–94). Yet, how BMP-
responsive transcription coordinates diverse gene regula-
tory programs in the nervous system remains poorly de-
fined in any system. To start defining these transcriptional
programs in the nervous system, we have demonstrated the
utility of a combined computational and transgenic ap-
proach in predicting and validating 34 novel direct wit-
responsive genomic fragments in motor and neuropeptider-
gic neurons of the Drosophila VNC. Together with differen-
tial transcript profiling, we showed that the BMP-AE mo-
tifs within these wit-responsive genomic fragments are en-
riched around BMP-activated genes, indicative of putative
regulatory pairings that we validated for the twit gene. Over-
all, our data provide insight into the organization of di-
rectly BMP-driven gene networks in neurons that control
neuronal identity and synaptic function. In addition, we
provide the largest verified collection of genomic fragments
whose underlying enhancers are targeted by a developmen-
tal signaling pathway in neurons; offering a resource for de-
tailed analysis of gene regulatory mechanisms underlying
synaptic growth and function.

Prediction and validation of a large collection of direct BMP-
activated neuronal enhancers

Since the discovery of a role for retrograde BMP signaling in
motor and neuropeptidergic neurons, only two wit/pMad-
responsive enhancers have been functionally verified in vivo,
namely the Tv4 enhancer of FMRFa and a proximal pro-
motor region of trio (24,26). The Tv4 enhancer is only ex-
pressed in the six Tv4 neurons of the VNC (95,96). It con-
tains a 39 bp wit-responsive cis-element with a GGCGCC
pMad binding site that is required for enhancer func-
tion (26); however, there is no consensus BMP-AE within
this wit-responsive cis-element. In addition, the promo-
tor region of trio was immunoprecipitated by Myc::Mad
in Drosophila embryonic motor neurons, and also shown
to be responsive to BMP signaling in human embryonic
kidney 293 cells; however, this region does not contain a
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Figure 6. The BMP-AE mediates a conserved Smad-responsive function in the Drosophila and vertebrate CNS. (A) Schematic representation of the chick
neural tube electroporation experiment with the sequence of the wildtype and mutated dad13-BMP-AE. (B) Expression of an octamerized version of a
wildtype and mutated BMP-AE with an EGFP reporter at 24 hpe. The wildtype reporter displays strong EGFP expression in dorsal-most part of the
neural tube, whereas the mutant reporter does not show any activity. An RFP control plasmid is co-electroporated with the EGFP reporters to indicate
the efficiency of electroporation. Pax7 immunostaining indicates the dorsal region of the spinal cord. (C, D) Co-electroporation of a phosphomimetic form
of Smad1 (Smad S/D) strongly increases and expands expression of the wildtype BMP-AE throughout the whole neural tube (C), but does not activate
expression of the mutated version (D). (E) Schematic representation of the Drosophila transgenesis experiment where the Van26 genomic fragment has its
BMP-AE motif replaced with a BMP-AE taken from the X. laevis bambi enhancer. (F) Nuclear DsRed expression driven from the Van26AEbambi-BMP-AE-
nlsDsRed reporter in control and wit mutants third instar larval VNCs. The mean±SEM number of nuclei per VNC that express the reporter is indicated
at the bottom of each panel. Reporter activity was significantly reduced in wit mutants (P = 0.0079 two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). At least five VNCs
were analyzed for both genotypes.
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BMP-AE motif nor was a specific pMad/Medea-responsive
cis-element pinpointed (24). Therefore, it has been uncer-
tain whether canonical pMad/Medea-binding motifs have
widespread activity in neurons or whether pMad/Medea-
binding motifs are highly diversified in a way that might be
expected to reflect the high diversity of neuronal subtypes
and their subtype-specific gene expression profiles.

In this study, we chose the BMP-AE for our compu-
tational approach because its 15 bp sequence offered a
high stringency parameter for genomic searches that had
previously been used to successfully identify a number of
BMP-responsive genomic fragments throughout develop-
ment (34). We showed that the BMP-AE is a widely de-
ployed activator of gene expression in neurons, often act-
ing as the single necessary pMad/Medea-responsive cis-
element within a genomic fragment. Thus, we have demon-
strated that such cis-elements can be exploited for BMP-
responsive enhancer discovery in Drosophila neurons. Also,
the motif confidence method used here has previously
proven a successful approach to the prediction of functional
transcription factor and miRNA binding motifs (43,44).
In this study, we used high stringency parameters testing
BMP-AEs with a motif confidence high score of 0.8 or
above. Because the function of the BMP-AE in the develop-
ing embryo is tolerant to modest changes in the linker length
between the pMad and Medea binding motifs (34,39) and
that many poorly conserved or degenerate cis-elements are
fully functional (97–99), it will be interesting to test BMP-
AEs with lower motif confidence score. This will allow us to
assess conservation levels that still efficiently discover func-
tional BMP-responsive motifs, albeit at the potential ex-
pense of a lower rate of success in identifying functional
BMP-AEs.

In addition to the 34 wit-responsive fragments, we found
that 24 of the genomic fragments tested exhibited no ap-
parent wit-responsive expression in late third instar VNC
neurons. This lack of wit-responsiveness may be the re-
sult of the low affinity of individual BMP-AE motifs for
pMad/Medea complexes. Our in vitro analysis demon-
strated that BMP-AEs within wit-responsive fragments typ-
ically have a higher affinity for an activated Mad/Medea
complex than those within wit-non responsive fragments.
These differences likely reside in sequence preferences for
pMad/Medea recruitment, within the overall BMP-AE
consensus. However, while we could not find any sequence
signatures that explain the difference in affinity for all the
BMP-AE motifs tested, we did observe a significant over-
representation of specific nucleotides at positions 11 and 15
of functional and non-functional BMP-AEs, respectively.
While these data suggest that there are underlying sequence
preferences for pMad/Medea recruitment that confer ap-
parent differences in in vivo enhancer activity, additional
studies will be required to fully define these. We expect that
better definition of the BMP-AE motif would lead to an in-
crease in the efficiency of computational discovery of novel
functional BMP-AEs.

Numerous BMP-AEs within the 24 wit-non respon-
sive fragments display high affinity to the pMad/Medea
complex. There are numerous lines of evidence or rea-
soning to suggest that a fraction of these BMP-AEs are
indeed functional: (i) The BMP-activated cv-2 gene is

flanked by the Van15/CV2-AE5 wit-responsive fragment
and the CV2-AE6 wit-non responsive fragment (Figure 4A;
2R:21360767). Interestingly, the CV2-AE6 fragment has
tkv-responsive enhancer activity in cells of the dorsal ves-
sel and in an ectodermal stripe in embryos (30). Together
with our data in the VNC, this suggests that cv-2 is regu-
lated by two distinct BMP-activated enhancers in the late
embryo and third instar VNC. This may be a clear ex-
ample where a single gene is regulated by an array of au-
tonomous enhancers acting in a modular fashion to con-
fer a variety of cell type- and temporal-specific expression
patterns (46,100–102). Correspondingly, we found that sev-
eral non-functional BMP-AEs are located in close proxim-
ity to functional BMP-AEs and a BMP-activated gene(s).
Thus, several of these wit-non responsive BMP-AEs may
provide pMad/Medea-regulated gene expression in differ-
ent tissues. (ii) A lack of wit-responsiveness for a number
of genomic fragments may also arise as a result of miss-
ing critical cis-regulatory elements required for BMP-AE to
function. Indeed, cis-regulatory elements that act combina-
torially to control gene expression can be spread over large
distances that cannot be readily captured within the short
2kb fragments tested here (102). Accordingly, we found that
two genomic fragments, Van37 and Van38, only exhibited
wit-responsive enhancer activity in the context of a larger
fragment, fortuitously available through the Janelia GAL4
collection (60). (iii) It is also possible that additional cis-
regulatory elements recognized by other transcription fac-
tors, or alternatively multiple linked enhancers within the
same genomic fragment, compensate for the loss of BMP
signaling in wit mutants to support the retention of genomic
fragment activity.

The diversity of BMP-AE enhancer activities in the
Drosophila nervous system

The 34 wit-responsive fragments discovered here display
highly diverse expression patterns; some expressing broadly
and others with restricted subtype-specific expression.
Given our demonstration that the BMP-AE itself is nec-
essary for the wit-responsive activity of these reporters,
these results strongly suggest that pMad/Medea acting at
this common BMP-AE motif must functionally collaborate
with other subtype-specific transcription factors bound to
flanking cis-elements, in order to generate these diverse ex-
pression patterns. We previously showed that the FMRFa
gene is activated by a combinatorial code of pMad and a
set of subtype-specific transcription factors (10,26,103,104),
and reported that this integration occurs through the com-
bined activities of distinct pMad and Apterous-binding cis-
elements in the Tv4 enhancer of the FMRFa gene (26).
This would be consistent with many other studies show-
ing that the cell-specific activities of BMP-activated Smad
complexes are often shaped by their functional interactions
with local subtype-specific transcription factors in multiple
organisms (105,106). It will be of great interest to define
these subtype-specific transcription factors for neurons and
to determine how their intersection with pMad/Medea at
wit-responsive enhancers shapes BMP-dependent neuronal
differentiation and synaptic function.
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Interestingly, for all previously known BMP-activated
genes that include FMRFa, Pburs, CCAP, Trio, Mip and
Ilp7 (10,11,13), we only found Pburs to have conserved
BMP-AEs within 50kb (Supplementary Table S2). This
suggests that other pMad/Medea-responsive motifs play a
role in mediating BMP-dependent gene regulation in the
VNC. Indeed, a variety of pMad/Medea-responsive mo-
tif sequences have been identified in Drosophila (27–36), in-
cluding those outside of the BMP-AE or BMP-SE consen-
sus, and this diversity is further increased for motifs that
bind complexes of activated Smads with other cell type-
specific transcription factors and co-factors (105,106). Such
diversity would limit the utility of computational discovery
approaches to identify those pMad/Medea-responsive cis-
elements.

Although we did not explicitly demonstrate that the func-
tional BMP-AE motifs we identified here are directly bound
by pMad/Medea complexes in the CNS, we postulate that
this is likely the case. In addition of our in vitro and ge-
netic data, two previous studies in the early Drosophila em-
bryo and Drosophila Kc cells have identified three of the
BMP-AEs identified here (for dad13, Van34 and Van36 re-
porters) to be directly bound by pMad and Medea, us-
ing ChIP-seq (36,107). Ongoing studies that aim to con-
firm that these BMP-AEs are indeed directly bound by
pMad/Medea complexes and to identify other additional
BMP-responsive motifs will expand our understanding of
how BMP signaling and pMad/Medea transcriptional ac-
tivity controls subtype-specific neuronal differentiation and
synaptic function.

Towards identification of a directly-regulated BMP effector
gene network in neurons

Identification of the direct target genes of developmen-
tal signaling pathways is a key step to understanding and
modeling the properties of biological systems. Before this
study, only FMRFa and trio have been suggested to be di-
rect targets of BMP-activated Mad transcriptional activ-
ity. In addition, a previous microarray study identified 101
genes whose expression is regulated by wit in the whole
larval CNS (25). Interestingly, comparing the previous mi-
croarray analysis of wit-responsive genes with the RNA-
seq analysis performed here, we found notable differences
in the two datasets. Of the 101 genes found in the mi-
croarray, only 26 genes were also found to be differen-
tially expressed by RNA-seq analysis here, with 7 of those
genes being differentially expressed in the opposite direc-
tion (Supplementary Table S3). A potential explanation for
this discrepancy could reside in the different sensitivities
of these two methodologies, as well as the differences in
tissues examined; the microarray analysis used the whole
CNS and the ring gland, while our RNA-seq analysis study
used VNCs with the brain lobes and ring gland removed.
Regardless, these genes represent candidate direct target
genes for pMad/Medea transcriptional control, yet leave
open the possibility that BMP signaling acts indirectly on
many genes, perhaps through the activation or repression
of unknown transcription factor intermediaries. Examples
of this can be drawn from vertebrate models where BMP4-
mediated topographic mapping of trigeminal sensory neu-

rons appear to occur via transcription factor intermediaries
(108), and also where retrograde GDNF or NT-3 signaling
from target cells induces expression of ETS transcription
factors, Pea3 or Er81 respectively, to control appropriate
motor and sensory neuronal connectivity (109,110). In such
cases, pMad/Medea-dependent direct regulation should be
limited to a small number of transcription factors. How-
ever, our pairing of in vivo reporter analysis and differen-
tial transcript profiling identified a large set of BMP-AEs
and nearby BMP-activated genes; most likely representing
genuine regulatory relationships, as demonstrated for twit.

We found that BMP-AEs embedded in wit-responsive
fragments were enriched within 20–50 kb of BMP-activated
genes. These distances correspond to those found for pMad-
bound ChIP peaks enriched within 40 kb of tkv-responsive
genes in the dorsal ectoderm of 2–3.5 h embryos (36). Also,
evidence from large scale enhancer analysis indicates that
Drosophila enhancers have a bias to regulate the adjacent
gene (59), and accordingly we found an enrichment of func-
tional BMP-AE motifs adjacent to BMP-activated genes.
However, enhancers also operate over longer distances and
we do not exclude the likelihood that this is the case for
BMP-AEs. This may account for the wit-responsive activ-
ity of 8 genomic fragments whose BMP-AEs are not within
50 kb of a BMP-activated gene, but instead within 200 kb
of a BMP-activated gene (Supplementary Table S2), which
may represent longer distance regulatory relationships.

Amongst the BMP-activated genes near BMP-AEs, we
found two known regulators of BMP signaling, dad and cv-
2. Loss of function mutants for dad display synaptic over-
growth at the NMJ, a role that is consistent with a direct
neuronal BMP feedback inhibitor (111). Cv-2 encodes a se-
creted protein that binds the type I BMP receptor Tkv and
heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) on the cell surface
to promote BMP signaling during posterior cross-vein for-
mation in the pupal wing (112,113). The wit-responsive ex-
pression of this gene in neurons raises the possibility that it
plays a BMP signal strength modulatory role at the NMJ.
It is intriguing to note that two HSPGs, Syndecan (Sdc)
and Dally-like, are both present at the NMJ and influence
synaptic growth and active zone form and function, respec-
tively (114). Future studies will shed light on the conserva-
tion of molecular mechanisms regulating the binding of the
BMP ligands to their receptors between the NMJ and the
pupal wing.

A second interesting set of BMP-activated genes are those
that control the organization and function of the cytoskele-
ton. For instance, the stathmin gene encodes a tubulin bind-
ing phosphoprotein that destabilizes microtubules (115).
Stathmin is required for stability and growth of the NMJ,
suggesting that Stathmin may also promote the transport
of BMP ligands, or other signaling molecules, along the mi-
crotubule (116). If this model proves to be correct, it would
indicate that BMP signaling directly activates stathmin ex-
pression in a positive feedback loop.

We identified two additional BMP-activated genes
(cg14274 and cg7781) that encode glycosylphosphatidyli-
nositol (GPI) anchored proteins of the Ly-6 family. These
genes are of particular interest because of the previous iden-
tification of the related twit gene as a BMP effector re-
quired for the regulation of spontaneous neurotransmit-
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ter release at the NMJ (23). All these genes have multi-
ple BMP-AEs within broadly expressed wit-responsive en-
hancers near their transcription start sites. This suggests
that the transcriptional activation of multiple members of
this gene family by BMP signaling is mediated by nearby
BMP-AEs and that these genes have synergistic, additive
or redundant functions to control neurotransmission at the
NMJ. It will be interesting to pursue the phenotypic conse-
quences of mutation of this novel family of genes in order to
reveal the combined roles of this poorly understood family
of proteins in neurotransmission.
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